U Toronto’s Emily Gilbert Appointed Interim Vice-Principal at University College: Emily Gilbert, Associate Professor in the Department of Geography & Planning at the University of Toronto, will serve as Interim Vice-Principal at University College for a six-month term from January 1 through June 30, 2012. She will continue her current appointment as Director of the Canadian Studies Program during this time as well.

UBC Geography Newsletter: In the December 2011-January 2012 issue of the departmental newsletter the Department of Geography at UBC contains items that feature: UBC Geography MA student, Corin de Freitas’s firsthand account of recent research work in Brazil; a department ‘technology update’; photos from the GIC tree trimming party; an item on awards presented to staff member Albert Tang, and to outstanding teaching assistants presented to Michael More for his high quality teaching in Geographic Information Science, and Jonathan Peyton for his equally valuable teaching in Human Geography; on a recent doctoral student workshop on the San Juan Islands; and several additional activities by departmental members. UBC Geographer 7(4)

U Toronto’s Matti Siemiatycki Comments that P3s Aren’t Always the Ticket for Transit: Public-private partnerships are quickly gaining interest as the model of choice to deliver Toronto’s next generation of public transit infrastructure. P3 options are currently being explored for the TTC’s Sheppard subway extension and the province-led Eglinton crosstown light rail line. Needless to say, it is imperative that these transit projects are done right. But there is vigorous debate about whether P3s can deliver satisfactory benefits for transit users, workers and taxpayers. Some costly P3 failures, including the government buyout of the underperforming Croydon Tramlink light rail line in London and the bankruptcy of the Las Vegas Monorail P3, have raised questions about the merits of P3s in the transit sector, and the ways that taxpayers are protected when things go wrong. The Toronto Star

Queen’s U’s Anne Godlewska’s Test Produces Stunning Results: When Queen's University professor Anne Godlewska encountered a large class size last year, her first thought wasn't about how she was going to handle the workload, it was about how she was going to teach her students. "I thought to myself, 'I don't want to teach huge classes of people I never get to know' … there's just no joy in teaching that way," she said. Instead, she decided to conduct a study and the early results were remarkable. "There has been a significant improvement in student engagement," said Godlewska, noting the drastic difference in data between the first and second semesters with the new model. The most "stunning" results can be seen in student contribution to class discussion, with an increase to 88% from 5%. Also, the number of students showing up unprepared for class decreased about 74%, she added. Kingston Whig-Standard
**U Victoria's Phil Dearden Warns Time is Running Out on Canada's Green Reputation:** The tragedy of the reef decline in Thailand extends to the reefs of the world and directly to Ottawa. Canada's dismal failure to meet our Kyoto commitments by such a huge margin is an international disgrace and embarrassment. Adhering to Kyoto commitments would not solve the challenge of global warming, but it is a stepping-stone toward the solution. It is true that Canada's total contribution to global greenhouse gas emissions is small, and that the Canadian economy would suffer short-term setbacks in an effort to comply with global standards. But there is also a time when moral and ethical standards, upon which the Canadian people have built a global trust over decades, have to take priority. *Victoria TimesColonist*

**Concordia U Geographers Present Departmental Video:** The Department of Geography, Planning and Environment at Concordia University has prepared a short video describing the department and the activities of department members. See: [Department Video](#)

**Queen's U's Warren Mabee Quoted in Canada Condemned at Home and Abroad:** Warren Mabee of the School of Policy Studies/Geography at Queen's University Canada notes that “Our economy is becoming ever more dependent upon the riches of the oil sands and other energy products. Ultimately, either we'll run out [of these fossil fuels] or the world will decide that it doesn't want them any more. The latter option is much more likely.” *The Guardian*. Warren also provided comments in a blog focused on “So, we're out of Kyoto. What next?”. *The Globe and Mail*

---

**2012 Annual Meeting of the Canadian Association of Geographers**

Wilfrid Laurier University (WLU) and University of Waterloo (UW) are jointly hosting the Canadian Association of Geographers' (CAG) 2012 annual conference and meeting, May 28-June 2, 2012. This event is part of the largest academic gathering in Canada—the Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences—and also welcomes two partner organizations, the Canadian Cartographic Association and the Association of Canadian University Planning Programs.

This is also a time of celebration for the two universities. The Department of Geography and Environmental Studies at WLU marked its 50th anniversary in 2011-2012, and the Department of Geography and Environmental Management at UW is doing the same in 2012-2013.

They have chosen “toward integration” as the theme for this year’s annual meeting and conference—integration across disciplines, between physical and human geographers, and amid different perspectives. The collaboration of two host universities is the starting point, but they are challenging all geographers to think about the confines of our own work, and work across boundaries that divide in order to learn from one another.

**Call for Abstracts and Special Sessions:**

Academics and professionals with a geography-related focus are invited to submit an abstract for CAG 2012: “Toward Integration”. The conference begins with an icebreaker event on Monday evening; has oral presentations, posters and special events from Tuesday to Friday; and field trips throughout the conference as well as on Saturday.

**Deadline for submission: Feb. 10th, 2012**
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Hot Papers by Canadian Geographers


Krista Jones, Rodolphe Devillers, Yvan Bédard and Olaf Schroth. Visualizing perceived spatial data quality of 3D objects within virtual globes. Journal of Spatial Information Science


Recent Theses and Dissertations.


Other “Geographical” News

WEHUB Flowchart app: The Water and Environmental Hub (WEHUB) project is an open cloud-based web platform that aggregates, federates, and connects water data and information with users looking to search, discover, download, analyze, model and interpret water and environmental-based information. By combining water expertise with an open web development approach and an entrepreneurial foundation, the project hopes to spur economic diversification and benefit both public users and the private sector by improving the access to water data and tools for academia, government, industry, NGOs and the general public.

This app takes near real time water data from the Alberta Environment website and makes it available in a graphic format on the smartphone or similar device. Data is available in near real-time from observation stations across Alberta and includes: river flows and levels, lake and reservoir levels, snow data, climate and meteorological data, and water quality data.

The WEHUB Flowchart app is now available "free" for Apple and Android devices:

**Russian Runoff Freshening Canadian Arctic**: A new study allays concerns that melting Arctic sea ice could be increasing the amount of freshwater in the Arctic enough to have an impact on the global "ocean conveyor belt" that redistributes heat around our planet. Oceanographer Jamie Morison detected a previously unknown redistribution of freshwater during the past decade from the Eurasian half of the Arctic Ocean to the Canadian half. Arctic Ocean salinity is similar to what it was in the past, but the Eurasian Basin has become more saline, and the Canada Basin has freshened. In the Beaufort Sea, the water is the freshest it’s been in 50 years of record keeping, with only a tiny fraction of that freshwater originating from melting ice and the vast majority coming from Russian river water. [Science Daily](http://www.sciencedaily.com)

**Some not so “Geographical” News**

![ANATOMY OF A WINTER BREAK](image)